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SOME BASIC PROPERTIES OF LEFT ALGEBRAIC GROUPS 
BI-ALGEBRAIC GROUPS AND ALGEBRAIC GROUPS
INTRODUCTION
Left algebraic groups were first introduced into 
algebraic group theory by Magid [Ml] . The concepts 
arose from study of the problem of covering spaces of 
affine algebraic groups: Suppose that E -*• G is
a connected stale covering space of a connected affine 
algebraic group G over an algebraically closed field k 
When does E admit a structure of algebraic group so 
that the covering projection is a homomorphism of alge­
braic groups? Magid found that E is in general a 
pro-affine variety which admits an abstract group 
structure in which the left translations by elements of 
E are all morphisms of the variety structure, and he 
called such a structure a left algebraic group.
This thesis continues the works of Magid on the 
theory of left algebraic groups. Also it will introduce 
bi-^algebratc group structures in which both the left and 
right translations by group elements are all morphiaans,
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which form an intermediate category between the category of 
left algebraic groups and that of algebraic groups. In 
chapter I we will quote some of the definitions and results 
from [ Ml ] and from commutative algebras which are the 
ground works for the present investigations. In chapter II 
we will study left algebraic groups and bi-algebraic groups. 
Finally in chapter III we will ask and answer when a 
bi-algebraic group is an algebraic group.
Throughout the discussion k will denote the fixed 
algebraically closed ground field for varieties and alge­
braic groups (although we often repeat a statement to 
that effect for emphasis). All the algebras are assumed 
to be commutative and to have an identity element. If B 
is a subalgebra of A then it is assumed that the identity 
element of B coincides with that of A . Every algebra 
homomorphism is required to send the identity element of 
one algebra to that of another. All unadorned tensor 
products are taken over the fixed ground field k .
SOME BASIC PROPERTIES OF LEFT ALGEBRAIC GROUPS 
BI-ALGEBRAIC GROUPS AMD ALGEBRAIC GROUPS
CHAPTER I
ALMOST AFFINE ALGEBRAS AND VARIETIES
We begin by assembling the definitions of almost 
affine algebras and almost affine varieties and their 
basic properties from [ Ml ] and other sources. Many 
additional properties of almost affine algebras and va­
rieties will also be obtained.
DEFINITION 1.1. An algebra over an algebraically closed 
field k is called an almost affine algebra if it is an 
integral extension of an affine subalgebra, i.e., every 
element of the algebra satisfies some monic polynomial 
equation with coefficients lying in the affine subalge­
bra.
Almost affine algebras share the following proper­
ties with affine algebras which are essential for trans­
lation of algebraic properties into geometric ones.
PROPOSITION 1.2. (a) An almost affine algebra is a
3
Jacobson (or Hilbert) ring, i.e., all prime ideals are 
intersections of maximal ideals.
(b) Every quotient of an almost affine algebra by 
a maximal ideal is (isomorphic to) the ground field k .
(c) An almost affine algebra has finite Krull di­
mension, i.e., the supremum of the length n of ascending 
chain of prime ideals Pq ^  ^  ^  of the
algebra is finite. If the algebra is an integral domain, 
this dimension is the same as the transcendence degree 
over k of its quotient field.
(d) The inverse image of a maximal ideal under an 
algebra homomorphism of almost affine algebras is again
a maximal ideal.
The results and definition (1.1) are all stated in 
[ m i , pp. 254-255, (1,1) and (1.2)] .
The next proposition, also due to Magid [ Ml, 
p. 255, (1.5) ] , shows that almost affine algebra 
structures are preserved under quotient formation and 
localization with respect to the multiplicatively closed 
subset S = { s*^; n > 0 } where s is a non-nilpotent 
element.
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let A be an almost affine algebra, I an 
ideal of A . Then A/I and Ag are also almost affine 
algebras.
We will next define an almost affine variety over an 
algebraically closed field k . It will be endowed with a 
group variety structure in the next chapter.
DEFINITION 1.4. An almost affine variety over k is a pair
tV,ACV)) where V is a point set and A(V) an almost
affine algebra of k-valued functions on V , called the 
coordinate ring of V (or the algebra of morphic functions 
on V), such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) A(V) separates the points of V , i.e., if x 
and y are elements of V and x ^  y then there is a
morphic function f on V , i.e., an element of A(V) , such
that f(x) ^ f (y) ;
(ii) Every k-algebra homomorphism A(V) ^ k is 
the evaluation at a point of V , i.e., every element of the 
set Alg^(A(V) ,k) of all k-algebra homomorphisms from A(V)
to k sends f to f (x) for some element x in V for
any morphic function f in A(V) . We will denote a homo­
morphism which is the evaluation at a point x of V by
An almost affine variety (V,A(V)) will usually be 
denoted by the first entry V alone, and A(V) will of 
course denote its coordinate ring.
By conditions (i) and (ii) there exists a canonical 
bijection from V onto Alg^(A(V),k) (which can be regarded 
also as the maximal ideal space Max(A(V)) of A(V) , i.e..
the subspace of Spec(A(V)) consisting of all maximal ideals 
of A(V) by proposition (1.2 (b)) since the ground field k 
is algebraically closed) given by x + x° because (i) says 
the map is injective and (ii) says it is surjective, and 
accordingly we will identify V with the set Alg^(A(V) ,k)
( = Max(A(V)) ). We could make the bijection even homeo- 
morphism after introducing topologies into our spaces, which 
we will do shortly.
DEFINITION 1.5. Let V and W be almost affine varieties 
over k . A map v : V + W is called a morphism (or a 
morphic map) if A(W)ou S  A(V) , i.e., fou belongs to 
A(V) for every f in A(W).
If y : V -*■ W is a morphism of almost affine varie­
ties, then it induces an algebra homomorphism y* from A(W) 
back to A(V) , called a comorphism associated to y , given 
by composition with y , i.e., y* ; A(W) A(V) by
f + foy .
If V is an almost affine variety, then A(V) is re­
duced, i.e., it has no nilpotent elements. Suppose, 
conversely, that A is any reduced almost affine algebra over 
k . Then the pair (Max (A) ,A) is an almost affine variety 
over k . To prove the assertion let f be in A , then f 
can be regarded as a function f : Max (A) k by
M ■* f + M , i.e., f modulo the maximal ideal M in A/M 
(= k) for every maximal ideal M of A by proposition
(1. 2 (b)). Suppose M and N are distinct maximal ideals 
of A . Then there exists an element f of A with f in 
M but not in N , so that f (M) = 0 and f(N) ^ 0 , i.e.,
A separates the points of Max (A) .
Next assume that n ; A + k is a k-algebra homo­
morphism. Then n is surjective and so its kernel is a
maximal ideal of A , say M . It will be shown that
n = M° . The algebra homomorphism n factors through 
A/M = k , hence n(f) = f + M = f(M) for all f in A , 
i.e., n = M° . Hence the pair (Max(A),A) is indeed an 
almost affine variety. Thus a canonical almost affine varie­
ty is constructed from a reduced almost affine algebra.
Further suppose that n : A -+ B is an algebra homo­
morphism of almost affine algebras. Then n induces a mor­
phism n* : Max(B) + Max(A) of almost affine varieties.
To prove the assertion, let M be an arbitrary element of 
Max(B) . To define a morphism, it is enough to determine 
(n*(M))° because of the canonical bijection between Max(A) 
and Alg^(A,k) . So let (n*(M))° = M°on , then n* so de­
fined is a morphism because (n*)* = n • Also if y : V W
is a morphism of almost affine varieties, then (y*)* = y ,
and if v ; W -> U is another morphism of almost
affine varieties then so is voy : V 0 and
Cvoy)* = y*ov* . Therefore, the following proposition is now 
established:
PROPOSITION 1.6. There is an anti-equivalence between the
8category of reduced almost affine algebras and the category
of almost affine varieties, the functor being A •+ Max(A) ,
n -*• n* and the inverse functor being V ->• A(V) ,
U + )i* [ Ml, p. 256, (1.7) ] .
Since an almost affine algebra is a Jacobson ring 
by proposition (1.2 (a)) in which the radical of any ideal is 
the intersection of the maixmal ideals containing it, an 
important generalization of the usual affine Hilbert Null- 
stellensatz can be stated in the following form:
PROPOSITION 1.7 (Hilbert Nullstellensatz). Let (V,A(V)) be 
an almost affine variety, and let I be an ideal of A(V).
If a morphic function f vanishes on the annihilator of I 
in V , then some power of f lies in the ideal I .
If (V,A(V)) is an almost affine variety, we can in­
troduce the weakest topology on V so that all morphic 
functions f in A(V) are continuous where the ground field
k carries the Zariski topology. This topology on V is
also called the Zariski topology. Thus a basis for the 
closed sets of V are subsets in V of the form 
{ X : f (x) = 0 for some f in A (V) } , which will be de­
noted by v(f) . For f in A(V) let denote the
complement of v(f) in V , called a principal (or basic)
open set. Then a basis for the Zariski topology on V is
given by sets of the form Vg where f is in A(V) .
Since the points of V are in canonical bijection
with the maximal ideals of A(V) or equivalently with the 
elements of the set Alg^(A(V),k) , the Zariski topology on 
V can be transported to Max(A(V)) or to Algj^ (A(V) ,k), 
making the bijection homeomorphism. We note that the 
principal open sets in Max [A (V) ) and Alg^(A(V) ,k) are 
then of the form Max (A (V) ) ^ = { M in Max (A(V) ) : M does not 
contain f } , and Alg^(ACV) ,k)g = { n in Alg^(A(V) ,k) : 
n(f1 M 0 } f respectively, for some morphic function f in 
AIV) . We also note that if W is closed in V then W 
coincides with the annihilator in V of the annihilator of 
W in ACV) .
We continue to list properties of almost affine 
varieties analogous to those of affine varieties.
PROPOSITION 1.8. All closed subspaces and principal open 
subsets of an almost affine variety are again almost affine 
varieties [ Ml, p. 257, (1.8) ].
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let p : V ->• W be a morphism of almost 
affine varieties such that the associated comorphism p* : 
A(W) -+ A(V) is surjective. Then the image p (V) is an 
almost affine subvariety of W and p : V ^ p (V) is an 
isomorphism of almost affine varieties.
PROOF; The following proof is just a verbatim translation 
of the proof for affine varieties in [ St, p. 3, Lemma ] .
It is first proved that p(V) is the annihilator in W of 
the kernel of p*, so that p(V) is closed in W hence a
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subvariety of W . Let v be an element of V . Then for 
all g in ker(p*) , 0 = ji*(g) = gop , hence g(p(v)) = 0
for all g in ker(y*) , i.e., u (V) is contained in the
annihilator of ker(p*) . To prove opposite inclusion, let 
w be in the annihilator of ker(p*) , i.e., g(w) = 0 for 
all g in ker(p*) . Regard w as an algebra homomorphism, 
i.e., as w° in Alg^(A(V) ,k). Then w°(g) = 0 for all g 
in ker(p *) . Since the sequence
0 + ker(p*) + AtW) ^ A(V) -*■ 0
is exact, we have A(V) = A(W)/ker(p*) , and so w° maps 
A(V) to k , consequently, there is some element v of V 
such that w°(h) = v°{p*(h)) for all h of A(W) . But 
then w°(h) = (p(v))°(h) for all h in A(W) , so w =
p (v) , hence the annihilator of ker(p *) is contained in 
p (V) , whence p (V) is equal to the annihilator of ker(p *) 
in W .
Now A(W)|p(V) is isomorphic to A(W)/I , where I is 
the annihilator of p (V) in A(W) , and I equals the 
radical of ker(p*) by proposition (1.7) . But the radical 
of ker(p*) equals ker(p*) since A(W)/ker(p*) is re­
duced (because A(V) is reduced), hence A(W)|p(V) is iso­
morphic to A(W)/ker(p*) = A(V) . Therefore, the pair 
(p(V),A(W)1p(V)) is an almost affine variety by proposition
11.8) , and isomorphic to V because A(V) is isomorphic 
to A(W)Ip(V) . Now our proof of proposition (1.9) is com-
11
plete.
Next, the existence of direct product of finite or 
infinite family of almost affinç varieties will be estab­
lished.
PROPOSITION 1.10. If { (V^,ACV^)) : i = l,...,n } are 
almost affine varieties, then so is their direct product 
CnV^,«A(V^)) .
PROOF; It suffices to prove the assertion when the indexing 
set is { 1,2 } . The demonstration is divided into three 
steps.
(1) A(V^) 6 A(Vg) is an almost affine algebra.
First it is shown that A^ 0 ACV^) is integral over 
Ai 0 Aj , where A^ is an affine algebra over which A(V^) 
is integral. Let x = £a^ 0 b^ be an element of A^  ^0 A ), 
where the sum is taken over i = 1, ..., m . Then because 
b^ is integral over A^ , ^2^ 1' ' ' ' '^ m^^  ^ finitely
generated A^-module. So there is a surjective A^-module 
homomorphism n from (A^)^ to A^[b^,... ,b^ , where z 
is a positive integer. Then the map 1 0 n from 
Ai 0 (Ag)^ to A^ 0 (Ag[b^,...,b ^ ) is a surjective 
Ai 0 Ag-module homomorphism because A^ 0 (Ag) ^ = (A^  0 ^2^^  ' 
which means that A^  ^0 (Ag[b^,... ,b^ ) is a finitely 
generated A^ 0 Ag-module. But (A^  0 Ag)[x] =
0 Ag) I|za^  0 b^ ] Ç  Aj^  0 (Ag [b^,...,b^ ] ) . Hence x is 
integral over A^ 0 Ag .
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A similar argument shows that A(V^) © A(Vg) is inte­
gral over ® A(Vg) . By transitivity of integral de­
pendence A(V^) ® A(Vg) is integral over A^  ^© A^. Since 
A^ © Ag is known to be an affine algebra [ F, pp. 29-30, 
(1.30) ] , we just proved that A(V^) © A(Vg) is an almost 
affine algebra which is integral over the affine algebra
A^ © Ag .
(2) A(V^) © A(Vg) is reduced.
Let f be an element of A(V^) © A(Vg) . Then we can
write
f = Zg^ 8 h^ ,
where h^ are assumed to be linearly independent over k . 
Let X be an arbitrary element of . Then we can regard
X as an element of Alg^(A(V^) 8 A(Vg),A(Vg)} by
Ea^ © b^ -»■ Za^fe)b^ ,
where Za^ © b^  ^ is a typical element of A(V^) 9 A(Vg) .
Now, suppose f" = 0 for some positive integer n . Then
0 = x(f”) = (x(f))” , so x(£) = 0  because A(Vg) is re­
duced. But then 0 = Zg^(x)h^ , which implies that g^  ^(x) =
0 for all i since h^ are linearly independent. Hence
g^ = 0 because x is arbitrary, so we must have f = 0 •
(3) The evaluation map { )° from x Vg to 
Alg^CACV^) 8 A(Vg),k) is a bijection.
It is a consequence of the general fact: If A , B
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and C are algebras over k , then Alg^(A ® B,C) =
Algj^ {A,C) X Alg^(B,C) . In our particular setting, we have 
that Alg^(A(V^) @ A(Vg) ,k) = Alg^(A(V^) ,k) x Alg^ C^ACV^ ) ,k) =
Vi X Vg .
Assertions (1), (2) and (3) establish that the pair 
X Vg,A(V^) ® A(Vg) ) is an almost affine variety. Hence 
by induction the product {HV^,8A(Vj|^ ) ) is an almost affine 
variety. This completes the proof of proposition (1.10).
LEMMA 1.11. Let { ; i from I } be a family of almost
affine varieties, and let { A^ : i from I } be the set of 
affine algebras such that for each i from I A(Vj^ ) is an
integral extension of A. . Then ®A(V.) is an almost
 ^ I ^
affine algebra if and only if 0A^  is an almost affine alge­
bra.
PROOF : First suppose that ®A. is an almost affine algebra.
I ^
By definition ®A(V.) is the direct limit of all the 
I ^
finite tensor products ®A (.V. ) (where F is a finite sub-
F ^
set of I) which are all integral over ®A. as we can see
F ^
from proposition (1.10), so ®A(V.) is an integral extension
I ^
of ®A. , which means that ®A(V.) itself is an almost 
I  ^ I "■
affine algebra.
Next, assume that ®A(V.) is an almost affine alge- 
I ^
bra. We found above that ®A(V.) is integral over ®A. .
I  ^ I
Now, we may regard each A^ as an integral extension of a
polynomial ring B^ by the normalization lemma (See, for
example, [ HI, p. 8, (1.10) ] .) where B. looks like
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k[x^,...,X^ ] . Then ®B. is isomorphic to k[x^,... fXjl" : 
i I ^ i
i from I ]. But ®AtV.) must have finite Krull dimension by
I ^
proposition (1.2 (c)), so that all except finitely many B^ 
must be k . Let = { i from I ; B^ is not k } . Then 
is a finite subset of 1 . So @B. = 0B. which is an
I X I 1
affine algebra. But 0A. is integral over ®B. , hence it
I  ^ I ^
is an almost affine algebra.
REMARK 1.12. In lemma (1.11) 8A. is an almost affine alge-
I ^
bra if and only if all but finitely many A^ are integral 
over k .
PROOF: An argument analogous to the one used in the proof of
lemma (1.11) will work.
PROPOSITION 1.13. Let { (V^,A(V^)) : i from I } be a family
of almost affine varieties. Then the product (nv.,®A(V.))
I  ^I ^
is again an almost affine variety if and only if all but 
finitely many A^ are integral over the ground field k 
(where each A^ is that affine subalgebra of A(V^) such
that A(V^) is integral over A^ ).
PROOF; First assume that all but finitely many A^ are 
integral over k . We will divide the demonstration into 
three steps.
(1) 0A(V.) is an almost affine algebra.
I
This is lemma (1.11) combined with remark (1.12).
(2) ®A(V.) is reduced.
I ^
Let X = (x.) be an element of H V . , and regard 
 ^ I-(]}'-
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it as an element of Alg. CôACV. ) ,A(V. ) ) . Suppose f is
K j 1 ]
an element of ®A(V.) . Then f = Eb. tfinite sum), where 
I  ^  ^ .
bf = (where all but finitely many b^ ^^  are 1). If
f”^ = 0 , then 0 = x(f™) = (x (f) , so x(f) = 0 because
A(Vj) is reduced. But 0 = x(f) = ^
nbij^ CXn) = 0 for all i , for we could choose b^j to be
linearly independent over k . So for each i we get
bj^  ^(x^ ) = 0 for some n in I , which means that for"each
i , b._ = 0 for some n from I because we can chooce x_
as an arbitrary element of . Hence f = 0 .
(3) The evaluation map ( )° from nv. to
I ^
Alg. t0A(V. ) ,k) is a bijection.
I
The fact mentioned in the proof of proposition (1.10),
(3), is still valid for infinite tensor product, i.e., if
and C are algebras over k , then Algj^ (®B^ ,C) = nAlg^ (Bj^ ,C)
From this fact it follows that Alg, (0A(V.),k) =
I ^
HAlg. (A(V.),k) = nv. , which means that the evaluation map
j K 1 I 1
( ) : nv. ^ Alg, C0A(V.),k) is a bijection.
I I
The proof of the only if part is immediate from 
lemma (1.11) and remark (1.12). This completes the proof of 
proposition (1.13).
We remark here that the Zariski topology which we are 
using on the product topology is not the product topology of
Zariski topologies as the following example shows: Consider
2
the product variety I = (E >; C , where C is the field of 
complex numbers regarded as the 1-dimensional affine variety
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over itself. Let A = { Üc,y) i n C x C  : x = y }  be the di­
agonal. Then the diagonal is closed in the product topology 
if and only if C is Hausdorff. But (C is not Hausdorff
in the Zariski topology, and the diagonal is clearly closed 
2
in C with respect to the Zariski topology.
We will show next that the product above is the ap­
propriate categorical definition of direct product in the 
category of almost affine varieties.
PROPOSITION 1.14. Let { : i = l,...,n } and W be
almost affine varieties. Then (i) injection (described in 
the proof below) nv^ as well as the canonical pro­
jections nv^ -+ Vj , are morphisms of almost affine 
varieties, and furthermore, the canonical projections are all 
open maps; (ii) a family W -»■ of morphisms of almost
affine varieties yields one and only one morphism of almost 
affine varieties W + whose composites with the
canonical projections are the given morphisms, i.e., HV^ is 
a universal object in the category of almost affine varieties. 
PROOF: Again it suffices to prove the assertion when the
indexing set is {1,2 } .
(i) An injection, say, x given by
X + (x,y^ ) where y^ is a fixed element of is a
morphism because it is associated to the evaluation homo­
morphism A(V^) S  A { V 2 ) + A(V^) given by f © g + g(y^)f
Similarly, the canonical projection x ■* defined
by (x,y) -V X is a morphism since it is associated to the
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inclusion algebra homomorphism A(V^) -<■ A(V^) 0 AtVj) given
by f + f 0 1 for f in A(V^) .
Now it will be shown that the canonical projections 
TTi : Vi X V2 are open maps. We will only consider
the map ir^ : x . It is enough to show that
( (V^  X Vj)^) is open in for all f in A(V^) 8 A(Vg) .
Now, CV^  X = { (x,y) in x : f (x,y) 0 } .
Thus CtV^  X Vg)^) = { X in : (x,y) in x and 
fCx,y) ^ 0 } = VJ{ X : fyCx) = f lx,y) ^ 0 } , where the 
union is taken over all y with (x,y) in x and 
f(x,y) ^ 0 . But fy belongs to A(V^) for a fixed y in 
Vg , so { X : f^(x) 0 } is open in , hence
X Vg)^) is open, and therefore is an open map.
(ii) Suppose that there is given a pair of mor­
phisms of almost affine varieties : W + and pg :
W + Vg . Then there are associated comorphisms ;
A(Vj^ ) A(W) and pg* : A(Vg) A(W) , so that there is
a unique algebra homomorphism p^* 0 pg* : A(V^) 0 A(Vg)
ACW) given by f 0 g -> Pj*(f)pg*(g) such that the 
following diagram is commutative:
AIV^)
ACV^ ) 0 A(Vg)
1 2 *
Bl* 0 Pa* A(Vg)
Pi
A(W)
P2*
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Hence the corresponding diagram of almost affine varieties
Vl
Ml
iMi* e M2*)* Vg
is also commutative. The morphism Cw^ * 0 Mg*)* : W -*•
Vi X Vg has evidently the required properties. This com­
pletes the proof of proposition (1.14).
PROPOSITION 1.15. Let { ; i from I } and W be almost
affine varieties such that the product nv^ exists as an
almost affine variety (as asserted in proposition (1.13)).
Then (i) injections V. HV. (as the ones given in the
^o I ^
proof of proposition (1.12)) as well as the canonical pro­
jections nv. -*■ V. t are morphisms of almost affine va- 
I  ^ ^o
rieties, and furthermore, the canonical projections are open
maps in the Zariski topology; (ii) a family W -*• V^  ^ of
morphisms of almost affine varieties yields one and only one
morphism of almost affine varieties W nv. whose compo-
I ^
sites with the canonical projections are the given morphisms. 
PROOF; A little modification of the proof of proposition 
(1.14) above yields the results.
PROPOSITION 1.16. If V and W are irreducible (i.e., A(V) 
and A(W) are integral domains) almost affine varieties, then
19
so is their direct product V W .
PROOF; See C HI, p. 28, (4.2) ] for an algebraic proof and 
[ F, p. 30, (1.31) ] for a topological one.
The following sequence of propositions give immediate 
consequences of the definitions of almost affine algebra and 
variety.
PROPOSITION 1.17. Let { ; i from I } be a direct sys­
tem of almost affine algebras all integral over a fixed affine 
subalgebra which is element-wise invariant under all tran­
sition maps. Then dir lira A^ is an almost affine algebra. 
PROOF; Let x be an element of dir lim A^ . Then there is 
an almost affine algebra A^ and x^ with x = n^ (x) where 
is an algebra homomorphism in the definition of 
dir lim A^ . Since x^ is integral over A^ there exists a 
monic polynomial P(X) in A^[x] with P(x^) = 0 . Then 
0 = P(x) where P (X) is a monic polynomial over (A^ ) 
with coefficients the images of the coefficients of P(X) , 
so that X is integral over (A^ ) which is inside
dir lim n-(A^) = A^ (because n■(A ) = A ).1 O O 1 o o
COROLLARY 1.18. Let { ; i from I } be projective system
of almost affine varieties with all A(V^) satisfying the 
same conditions as in proposition (1.17). Then proj lim 
is also an almost affine variety.
PROOF: From the projective system { : i from I } we
obtain a direct system { A(V^) : i from I } of almost
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affine algebras. So by proposition (1.17) above, 
dir lim A(V^) is an almost affine algebra, and it is 
reduced. Then Max(dir lim A(V^)) is an almost affine va­
riety, and Max(dir lim A(V^)} = Alg^(dir lim A(V^),k) = 
proj lim Algjç(A(V^ ) ,k) = proj lim . Hence the pair 
(proj lim V^.dir lim A(V^)) is an almost affine variety.
This completes the proof of proposition (1.18).
PROPOSITION 1.19. Let { : i from I } be a projective
system of almost affine varieties and V be an almost affine
variety which is the projective limit of the system
{ : i from I } . Then every morphic function f on V
factors through as f = f . for some i in I
where is a morphism of almost affine varieties defining
V as the projective limit of , and f^ is a morphic 
function on .
PROOF; Since A(V) = dir lim A(V^) , f = u^*(f^) for some i
in I . So f = f .
PROPOSITION 1.20. Every almost affine variety is a pro- 
affine variety, i.e., is a projective limit of affine va­
rieties.
PROOF: Let V be an almost affine variety. Since the al­
gebra A(V) of morphic functions on V is an almost affine 
algebra, it is integral over an affine subalgebra A^ , say, 
so that given any finite subset e of A(V) , the algebra 
A^Qs] is a finitely generated A^-module, hence a finitely
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generated A^-algebra. Then AtV) = dir lim A^[e] (where 
the limit is taken over all the finite subsets E of 
A(V)). Using the anti-equivalence of the category of almost 
affine varieties and the categoty of reduced almost affine 
algebras, we get a projective system { Max(A^[E]) ; E is a 
finite subset of A(V) } of almost affine varieties. Now 
proj lim Max(A^[E]) = proj lim Alg^(A^[E] ,k) =
Alg^(dir lim A^[e] ,k) = Alg^lACV) ,k) = V , which proves that
V is the projective limit of affine varieties Max(A^[E]) .
We conclude the chapter with examples of almost 
affine varieties.
EXAMPLES 1.21. (1) All affine varieties.
(2) Let k be a field of characteristic p 5^ 0 ,
and let
A — k||X^ ,...,X^,...] /I ,
where I is the ideal generated by { X?^ ^^  - X^ : i = 1,... 
n,... } . Then A is an integral domain almost affine al­
gebra which is not affine. Let V = Max(A) . Then V =
{ (x^ ) in k“ : = x^ } , and we get an almost affine
variety CV,Ai which is not affine.
Regard k as the 1-dimensional affine variety, and 
define an affine variety V^. = k , for i = 1,... ,n,..., 
and a transition morphism -*• by x -»■ .
Then V = proj lira , i.e., V is a projective limit of
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copies of 1"dimensional affine variety k .
Consider the projection morphism n ; V " k
given by . Then tt is a bijaction because k
is of characteristic p Cbut not an isomorphism; in fact
none of the bijactive transition morphisms is an iso­
morphism! .
In a similar fashion, we can construct such an 
almost affine variety over a field of characteristic zero, 
but the resulting variety is no longer in bijaction with 
the ground field regarded as a 1-dimensional affine variety.
C31 Let V be a connected affine variety over k 
of characteristic p ^ 0 with positive dimension, and let 
A be the separable closure of A(V) . Then A is an almost 
affine algebra which is never affine, and Max(A) is an
almost affine variety. See [ Ml, p. 271, (.3.7) and (3.8) ]
and also [ M 2 ] for definition and proof.
CHAPTER II
LEFT ALGEBRAIC GROUPS AND BI-ALGEBRAIC GROUPS
We will define a left algebraic group and bi-alge­
bra ic group as a type of group varieties by imposing a 
group structure on an almost affine variety. Left alge­
braic groups were originally defined by Magid [ Ml ], and 
his work is the starting point of our investigation in this 
chapter.
DEFINITION 2.1. A left algebraic group over an algebrai­
cally closed field k is an almost affine variety G 
which possesses a structure of abstract group such that for 
each fixed element x of G the left translation
: G -+ G given by y xy is a morphism of the 
almost affine variety structure. A homomorphism of left 
algebraic groups over k is a morphism of almost affine 
varieties which is at the same time a homomorphism of the 
underlying abstract group structures.
A bi-algebraic group over k is a left algebraic 
group G in which the right translation p^: G ■+ G 
given by y ^ yx is also a morphism of the almost affine 
variety structure for every element x of G .
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We will often denote C^ ^)*(f) by f*x and 
(P^)*(f) by X’f for a morphia function f in A(G) .
The question whether a bi-algebraic group is a 
pro-affine algebraic group will be taken up in the next 
chapter. We note that if G is an affine algebraic 
group we require that its algebra of morphia (or polynomial) 
functions A(G) be a fully stable subalgebra (i.e., a Hopf 
subalgebra) of the Hopf algebra of all representative 
functions on G . Refer, for example, to the definition of 
an affine algebraic group given by Hochschild in [Hi, pp. 
14-25, chapters 2-3 ] . In the definition of a left alge­
braic group, however, we do not require A(G) to be a 
subalgebra of the above mentioned Hopf algebra. In fact.
Magid gave an example cf a left algebraic group G such 
that there are non-representative morphic functions in 
A(G) . See [ Ml, p. 271, (3.6.4) ] . Magid also adopted
the following definition: A left algebraic group G is
called a representative left algebraic group if (i) A(G) 
is a subalgebra of the Hopf algebra of all representative 
functions on G , and (ii) A(G) is an affine algebra 
[ M3, p. 1, Cl.l) ] .
DEFINITION 2.2. Let H be an abstract subgroup of a left 
algebraic (or bi-algebraic) group G . Then H is called a 
left algebraic (or bi-algebraic) subgroup of G if H is a 
closed subvariety of G and is a left algebraic (or bi-alge-
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braie) group by itself. A morphic function on H is just 
the restriction of a morphic function on G to H , so that 
the algebra of morphic functions on H is A(G)/I , where 
I is the annihilator ideal of H in ACO •
We will first prove that the direct product of 
finite or infinite family of left algebraic Cor bi-alge- 
braic) groups exists in the category of left algebraic Cor 
bi-algebraic) groups.
PROPOSITION 2.3. If { G^ ; i = 1,...,n } are left alge­
braic (or bi-algebraic) groups, then so is their direct 
product HG^ .
PROOF: Because of proposition Cl.10) it suffices to show
that IIG^  carries a left algebraic (or bi-algebraic) group 
structure. We only consider the left algebraic case. The 
bi-algebraic case can be handled similarly. It may be 
assumed that the indexing set is { 1,2 } . To prove that 
all left translations on G^  ^x G^ are morphisms, let 
(x^,Xg) and (y^ ,^y2) be elements of G^ x G^ and h of 
ACG^ X Gg) = A(G^) 8 ACGg) . Then h is in the form 
zf^ 8 g^ (the sum is taken over finite i ) where f^ is in 
ACG^) and g^ in ACG^) and so [ h« Cx^ f^X^ )] (y^ .^y^ ) =
[ e g^ )' (yi'Yg) = tsf^  e g^ ) (X]^ y^ ,X2y2) =
Efi(Xiyi)gi(X2Y2) = CYj ) t9i*X2) (Y2^  =
[z Cf j^ 'X^ ) 0 that =
zCf^ 'Xj^ ) 8 ISj^ 'Xg) and hence h« (X2,X2) belongs to
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ACGj^) ® AlGg) because f i s  in AtG^) and in
ACGg) for all i , x^ in G^ and in G^ . Hence all
left translations are morphisms. This completes the proof 
of proposition (2.3).
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let { G^ ; i from I } be an arbitrary
family of left algebraic (or bi-algebraic) groups such that
6A(G.) is an almost affine algebra. Then the direct product 
I ^
HG. is a left algebraic (or bi-algebraic) group.
I ^
PROOF; Again we consider only the left algebraic case. By
proposition (1.13) we just need to show that HG. carries a
I 1
left algebraic group structure. Let x and y be taken
from IIG. . To prove that all left translations are 
I ^
morphisms, it is enough to consider the case when f is a
generator of 8A{G.) , that is, f is in the form Of. ,
I  ^ I ^
where f^ = 1 for all but finitely many i . Now
(f'x)(y) = f(xy) = (0f.)((x.y.)) , where x = (x.) and
X
y = (y\) . Then (ef^)((x^y^)) = nf^(x^y^) (the product now
is taken over finite i , and f^ are those fL ^ 1 ) =
n(f.-X. )(y. ) = (0f.*x. )(y), i.e., f x = 0f.-x. which be- 
1 ^ 1 1  ^ 1 1
longs to 0A(G^) because f^^'X^ belongs to A(G^) . Hence
all left translations on IIG. are morphisms. The proof of
I ^
proposition (2.4) is now complete.
As in propositions (1.14) and (1.15) we can show that 
the product above is a universal object in the category of 
left algebraic (or bi-algebraic) groups.
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PROPOSITION 2.5. Let { } and H be left
algebraic (or bi-algebraic) groups. Then (i) the canonical
injections nG^ , as well as the canonical projections
o
IIG^  ■* G^ are homomorphi sms of left algebraic (or bi-alge- 
o
braic) groups, and the canonical projections are all open 
hamomorphisms; (ii) a family H G^ of homomorphi sms 
of left algebraic. (or bi-algebraic) groups yields one 
and only one homomdrphism of left algebraic (or bi-alge­
braic) groups H ■* HG^ whose composites with the 
canonical projections are the given homomorphisms.
PROOF ; (i) The proof is similar to that of proposition
(1.14(i)).
(ii) Suppose there is given a family of homomorphisms 
of left algebraic (or bi-algebraic) groups : H -> .
Then it yields a homomorphism y : H IIG^  given by 
M(x) = (y^ (x)) such that its composite with the i-th pro­
jection is y . This homomorphism must be unique because 
the i-th coordinate of the image of any point x of H 
under y must coincide with y^^(x) because of the pre­
scribed property of y . This completes the proof of pro­
position (2.5).
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let { G^ : i from I } and H be left
algebraic (or bi-algebraic) groups such that the direct
product HG. exists in the category of left algebraic (or 
I ^
bi-algebraic) groups. Then (i) the canonical injections
G. + KG. , as well as the canonical projections 
o I ^
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nG. + G. , are homomorphisms of left algebraic (orj 1 1
bi-algebraic) groups, and furthermore, the canonical pro­
jections are open homomorphisms; (ii) a family H + G^ 
of homomorphisms of left algebraic (or bi-algebraic) groups 
yields one and only one homomorphism of left algebraic lor
bi-algebraic) groups H nG. whose composites with the
I ^
canonical projections are the given homomorphisms.
PROOF; Ci) A slight modification of the proof of pro­
position 11.14) will yield the result.
(ii) The proof of proposition 12.5Cii)) above 
extends easily to the infinite case.
We will next prove that the category of left alge­
braic (or bi-aglebraic) groups is closed under the pro­
jective limit.
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let { G^ : i from I } be a projective
system of left algebraic (or bi-algebraic) groups over k
such that 0A(G.) is an almost affine algebra. Then 
I ^
proj lim G^ is also a left algebraic (or bi-algebraic) 
group over k .
PROOF ; The abstract subgroup proj lim G. of IIG. is
I ^
closed (in the Zariski topology) since it is the annihilator
of the ideal generated by the set { f^ oy^ jOiTj - f :
i < j } where f^ are morphic functions on ' I'ij =
Gj -*■ G^ homomorphisms in the projective system { G^ :
i from I 1 and ir . : JIG, G. canonical projection homo-
J % ^ J
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morphisms. Since nG. is a left algebraic Cor bi-algebraic) 
I ^
group by proposition C2.4), proj lim is also a left
algebraic (or bi-algebraic) group with (0A(G.))/J as its
I
algebra of morphic functions where J is the annihilator 
ideal of proj lim G. in 0A(G.) . This completes the
1 I ^
proof of proposition (2.7).
The projective limit of affine left algebraic groups 
need not be a left algebraic group in the sense of definition
(2.1), although it is a certain type of pro-affine left alge­
braic groups. Furthermore, Magid proved that there are left 
algebraic groups which are not the projective limit of affine 
left algebraic groups [ Ml, p. 271, (3.6.3) ] . Compare the 
last assertion with proposition (1.20) which states that 
every almost affine variety is the projective limit of affine 
varieties.
We now give examples of left algebraic or bi-algebraic 
subgroups.
EXAMPLES 2.8. (1) Let G be a left algebraic group. Then
(i) the connected component G^ of the identity element 1 
of G is a left algebraic subgroup of G ; (ii) if G is 
a bi-algebraic group then G^ is bi-algebraic and normal, 
and if G is affine with morphic inversion then G^ bi^al^ 
gebraic and normal of finite index, and G^ is the only 
connected left algebraic subgroup of finite index in G .
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PROOF; ti) Since is a closed subset of G , we only
need to show that G^ is an abstract subroup of G . Now, 
if X is an arbitrary element of G^ then xG^  ^ is a 
connected component of G containing x because the left 
translation by x is an automorphism of G , hence xG^  ^=
G^ . Since X is arbitrary, xy belongs to G^ for all 
elements x and y of G^ . Also x ^G^ is a connected 
component of G containing 1 , where ( )  ^: G ->• G is
the inversion of the abstract group structure, hence
-1 -1X G^ = G^  ^ , so that X belongs to G^ for every element
X in • Therefore, G^ is an abstract subgroup of G , 
hence a left algebraic subgroup of G .
Cii) If G is a bi-algebraic group, then clearly 
is a bi-algebraic subgroup of G . Also x ^G^x is a 
connected component of G containing 1 for every element 
X of G , so that X G^j^ x = G^ for all x in G . Hence 
G^ is normal in G . If G is affine with morphic in­
version, then, by [ F, pp. 44-45, C2.2) ], G can be written 
as the finite disjoint union of cosets { x^G^,...,x^ Gj^  }  ^
which are also irreducible components of G . Hence G^ 
is a normal Cas we saw above) bi-algebraic subgroup of finite 
index. Next, let H be any connected left algebraic subgroup 
of finite index in G . Write G as the disjoint and finite 
union of cosets { y^ H^,... ,y^H } . Then G^  ^= G^  ^f) (Uy^ H) = 
VCG^ A  y^H) , so that G^ = G^ A  yjH for some j because 
the right hand side is the disjoint union of closed subsets
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of G . So we must have Ç  y^H , hence G^  ^ = y^H since
y^H is connected. Then y . is an element of G^ , and so
-1 -1 is yj . Hence H = y^ Gj^ = G^ .
(2) Let G be a bi-algebraic group. Then the
following are all bi-algebraic subgroups of G ; (i) the 
center Z of G ; (ii) the centraliser of an element
y of G ; (iii) the normaliser of a subset E of
G ; (iv) the stabiliser S^, = { x in G ; xE = E } of
a subset £ of G .
PROOF; Since Z, Cy, , and S^ are all abstract 
subgroups of G , we only need to prove that they are closed 
subsets of G . But it follows from the fact that (i) Z =
{ X in G : (f*y - yf) (x) = 0 for all y in G and f 
in A(G) } , (ii) = { x in G : (f-y - y*f) (x) = 0 
for all f in A(G) } , (iii) N^, = { x in G :
(f-E - E‘f)(x) = 0 for all f in A(G) } , (iv) Sg =
{ X in G : (E*f - f(E))(x) = 0 for all f in A(G) } ,
which are the annihilators in G of the ideals of A(G)
generated by { f-y - y f  : y in G and f in A(G) } ,
{ f.y _ y.f . f in A(G) } , { f"E - E*f : f in A(G) } ,
and { E>f - f(E) : f in A(G) } , respectively, because 
f*y, yf, f'E, E* f are all elements or subsets of A(G) 
for every y in G and f in A(G) since G is a 
bi-algebraic group.
(3) Let G be a bi-algebraic group, and let E be
any subset of morphic functions in A(G) . Then the set of
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(.left) E-invariant elements in G , = { x in G : f*x =
f for all f in E } is a bi-algebraic subgroup of G .
PROOF; It is first shown that ®G is an abstract subgroup
of G . Suppose that x and y are elements of ^G .
Then f X = f and f-y = f for all f in E . So
f* (xy) = Cf*x)*y=f*y=f for all f in E . Clearly 1 
is in ^G . Now, for a fixed element x of G , the map 
G + G given by y ■* x ^y is a bijection, hence G =
{ X ^y : y in G } . Suppose x is an element of ^G .
Then f*x = f for all f in E . Therefore, for any f
in E , (f*x)(x~^y) = f(x y^) for all y in G , whence
f Cy) = (f-x ^)(y) for all y in G , which means that for
all f in E , f = f-x ^ , hence x  ^ belongs to ^ G , so
that ^G is an abstract subgroup of G .
Next it is established that ^G is a closed subset 
of G . But it is a consequence of the fact that ^G =
{ X in G : (,f*x) (y) = f (y) for all f in E and y in
G } = { X in G : (yf) (x) = f (y) for all f in E and 
y in G } = { X in G : (y f - f(y)) (x) = 0 for all f 
in E and y in G } , which is the annihilator in G of
the ideal in A(G) generated by the set { y f - f(y) : f 
in E and y in G } .
(4) Let G be a bi-algebraic group, and let E be 
a G-stable subset of A(G) . Then the set of E-invariant 
elements of G , ^G^ = { x in G : f-x = f = x-f for all
f in E } is a normal bi-algebraic subgroup of G .
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PROOF ; Let H = G . By a similar reasoning as in the
proof of the example above, we can show that H is a
bi-algebraic subgroup of G . So we only prove that H is 
normal in G . Let x be any element of H . Then f*x = 
f = x*f for all f in E . Now, f•(yxy =
(If"y)"x)-y ^ = (f-y)»y ^ = f•Cyy )^ = f for all y in G 
and f in E . Similarly, (yxy”^)*f = f for all y in 
G and f in E . Therefore, yHy ^ is a subset of H , 
hence H is a normal subgroup of G .
(5) Let G be a bi-algebraic group such that the 
group inversion is a morphism (hence homeomorphism), and let 
H be an abstract subgroup of H . Then (i) the closure 
Cl(H) of H is a bi-algebraic subgroup of G , and (ii)
if H is normal in G then so is C1(H) .
PROOF; (i) We first show that if x is in 01(H) and
f1h = 0 (where f is from A(G)) then f"x|H = 0 . Let
y be in H . Then (f'x) (y) = f(xy) = (yf) (x) . So it is
enough to prove that (yf) |H = 0 . But if z is from H
then (yf) (z) = f(zy) = 0 .
Next we show that 01(H) is closed under the multi­
plication of G . Let X and y be from 01 (H) , and let
f be from A(G) such that fjH = 0 . Then f(xy) =
(f*x) Cy) = 0  by the result above because f*x|H = 0 .
Finally we will show that 01(H) is closed under the 
inversion of G . Since ( ) ~^ : G G is a homeo-
morphism, (01(H))"^  = 01((H)“ )^ = 01(H) . Hence 01(H) is
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a bi-algebraic subgroup of G .
(ii) Let X be from G and y from C1(H) , and
let f be from A(G) with f|H = 0 . Then f(xyx )^ =
(x ^fx) (y) = 0 because (x ^fx) | H = 0 due to the normality 
of H in G . Hence xyx~^ belongs to Cl (HI , so 01CH) 
is also normal in G .
We next list a few examples of left algebraic groups.
EXAMPLES 2.9. (1) All affine (hence all linear) algebraic
groups and their closed subgroups.
(2) The invertible elements of any finite dimensional 
associative algebra (which is in fact an affine algebraic 
group). For more information on linear algebraic groups 
consult [ B ].
(3) Magid showed that a left algebraic group 
structure arises from an etale covering of an affine alge­
braic group. See [ Ml, p. 260, (2.3) and (2.4) ] .
(4) Hochschild and Mostow proved that every complex 
analytic group having a faithful representation carries a 
left algebraic group structure. Refer to [ HM2, p. 118,
(3.1) ] .
Magid also proved that a left algebraic group struc­
ture is given by semi-direct product of algebraic groups as 
is shown in the follwoing lemma. Before we state the result 
and its corollary as an additional example of left algebraic 
groups we will recall the necessary definition: Let H and
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K be left algebraic groups over k. , and s : K -v Aut(Ji) 
a homomorphism of abstract groups, where AutCH) denotes 
the group of left algebraic group automorphisms of H .
Then the semi-direct product H  ^K is the group whose 
underlying set is the cartesian product H x K and whose 
group multiplication is given by
C x ^ , X g l ( y ^ l '
Now the following result is taken from [ Ml, p. 267, 
(.3.1) ] .
LEMMA 2.10. The semi-direct product H  ^K defined above 
is a left algebraic group.
We will obtain further examples of left algebraic
groups.
EXAMPLES 2.11. (1) This is an example of an affine left
algebraic group which is not an affine bi-algebraic group 
(and hence is not an affine algebraic group). Refer also to 
[ HM2, p. 128 ] and [ Ml, p. 267, (3.2) ] .
Define a multiplication by a fixed non-zero complex
number from left : C C by x + ax , which is a 
morphism from C into C (where C is regarded as the 
1-dimensional affine additive group), and is clearly an 
automorphism of C . Let s : € -*• AutCC) be defined by
s(x)(yl = exp(x)y for all x and y from C , i.e.,
s(x) is an algebraic group automorphism given by left
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structure is also preserved under a homomorphism whose as­
sociated comorphism is surjective.
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let )j : G ■* H be a homomorphism of 
left algebraic (or bi-algebraic) groups such that y* is 
surjective. Then y(G) is a left algebraic (or bi-alge- 
graic) subgroup of H and y ; G ->■ y (G) is an isomor­
phism of left algebraic (or bi-algebraicj groups.
PROPOSITION 2.13. Let G be an irreducible left algebraic 
(or bi-algebraic) group and H an algebraic group, and let 
y : G -+ H be a homomorphism. Then y(G) is an algebraic
subgroup of H .
PROOF ; The image y(G) is a subgroup of H which contains
a nonempty open subset cf Cl(y(G)) [ Ml, p. 257, (1.9) ] .
By example (2.8(5)), Cl(y(G)) is an irreducible algebraic 
group. Since y(G) contains an open subset of Cl(y (G)) , 
we must have y(G) = Cl(y(G)) . Hence y(G) is algebraic.
We note that in proposition (2.13) if G is affine 
then we do not need to have G irreducible in view of 
example (2.8(1)). We will use this fact later in chapter 
III.
COROLLARY 2.14. If y *  is surjective in proposition (2.13), 
tiien G is an algebraic group.
PROOF; Combine proposition (2.13) with proposition (2.12), 
and the result follows.
3a
integral.
Cl) The subalgebra of H-invariant elements of
, { f in A^ ; f»x = f for every element x of H } ,
is an affine algebra.
A^ is an affine algebra, so we can write A^ = 
k[f^,...,f^ , where f^ are generators of A^ . We may 
assume that A^ is E-stable because we can replace A^ by
k[f^«x : i = 1 ,...,n and x from H ] which is, by as­
sumption Ci), an affine subalgebra of ACG] and is E-stable. 
Therefore, we may even assume that f.-x all belong to
{ f^,...,f^ } for every element x of H and all i =
l,...,n . Then E restricted to A^ is a subgroup of ,
the symmetric group on n symbols, so that H acts as a
finite automorphism group of the affine algebra A^ . Hence 
A^ is a finitely generated algebra £ F, pp. 186-187,
(5.501 ].
C2) The algebra ACG)^ = { f in ACG) : f-x = f for 
all elements x of E } of H-invariant elements of A(G) 
is an almost affine algebra.
To prove the assertion, we establish that ACG)^ is
an integral extension of A^ which was shown to be an affine 
algebra above. Let f be an arbitrary element of A(G)^ .
Since f is integral over A^ , there exists a monic poly­
nomial P(X) in A^ [x] with PCf) = 0 . By assumption (i),
the set of H-translates of f, { f»x ; x in H } is finite,
so that we can form a product P(X) = lTPCX)-x where P(3C)-x
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are polynomials in X \rtiose coefficients are the x-trans- 
lates of those of PCX) , and the product is taken over all
the elements x of H . Then P Cf) = 0  since P tX) ap­
pears among the factors of P(X) . We also have PCX)«x =
P(X) for all elements x of H , so that P (X) belongs to
H.r T * Since PCXl is a monic polynomial, it is a poly­
nomial for integral dependence of f over .
[31 ACG) is integral over A[G)^ .
Let A^ = k[]f^,...,fj as before. Then each gener-
rator f^ is integral over A^ because f^ satisfies a
polynomial P^(X) = n(X - f^'X) which is a monic polynomial
with coefficients in A^ where the product is taken over
the elements x of H . So A^ is integral over A^ ,
whence A[G) is integral over A^ .
(4) Every element of Alg^(ACG)^,k) is the re­
striction to A(G)^ of an element of Alg^CA(G),k) .
To prove the assertion, it is enough to show that 
every algebra homomorphism from ACG)® to k has an ex­
tension to A(G) . Let n be an algebra homomorphism from
A CGI® to k . Then its kernel is a maximal ideal of
A(Gi® . Since ACG) is integral over ACG)® as shown
above, there exists a maximal ideal M of A[G) lying over 
ker(.tL) , i.e., A[G)®^M = ker(.ri) . Define an algebra homo­
morphism n. from A[Gl to k by
nCfl = f + M ,
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for any f in ACG) . Let g be an arbitrary element of 
A(G)^ . Then nCgl = g +  M =  g + ker(n) , which shows that 
n is an extension of n to ACG) .
C5l The 
is a bijection.
evaluation map from G/H into Algj^  (A (Gl^ ,k)
The evaluation map ( )° from G/H in 
Alg^(ACGl^,k) is given by
(xH)°Cfl = f(x) = x°(f) ,
for every element x of G and f of ACG)^ . The map is 
well-defined, and surjective since every element of 
Alg^ (A (G)^ ,k) is in the form x° for some element x of 
G fay result (4). To show that the map is injective, let 
zH ^  wH . Then, by assumption (ii), there exists a morphic 
function f in A(G) such that f|zH = 0 and f|wH = 1 .
Since the set of H-translates of f, { f«x : x in H }
is finite by hypothesis Ci), we can form a product g = 
nf"X , where the product is taken over all x in H . Then
g.y = g for all elements y of H , i.e., g belongs to
ACG)^ , and also gCzH) = 0 and g(wH) = 1 ,i.e., CzH) ® / 
(wH)° on A(G)^ , hence the evaluation map C )° is 
injective.
C6) Summarizing results CD through C5), we have 
an almost affine variety CG/H,ACG1^) . It only remains to 
show that G/H carries the structure of left algebraic 
group. Let f be in ACG)^ and x in G . Then
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(f*x)*y - f-. (xy) = f • Cy'x) = (f-.yM *x = f*x , since H is 
normal so that y' belongs to H , and f is H-invariant, 
Therefore, all left translations on G/H are morphisms.
This completes the proof of proposition (2.15).
The following proposition shows the universal prop- 
eaty of a quotient left algebraic group.
PROPOSITION 2.16 Let H be a properly normal left alge­
braic subgroup of a left algebraic group G . Then Ci) the 
canonical projection tt from G to G/H is a homo­
morphism; (ii) if IT is any homomorphism of left algebraic 
groups from G into G' whose kernel contains H then
there is one and only one homomorphism vj from G/H to G '
such that uoTT = VI ; (iii) G/H is unique up to isomorphism.
PROOF; (il Let f be an element of A(G/H) = A(G)^ . Then 
for all elements x of G , f oir (x) = f (xH) = (f-H) (x) = 
f(x) , i.e., fojT is a morphic function on G . Hence tt 
is a homomorphism.
(ii) There is a unique abstract group homomorphism 
}i : G/H -> G' with pou = y . Therefore, it is enough to 
show that p is a morphism. Let f be a morphic function
in A (G ' ) , X an element of H and y of G . Then
C(fop)-x)(y) = f (p (xy) ) = f Cp Cy) ) = Cfop) (y) , i.e..
Cfop)*x = fop for all elements x of H , so that fop is 
an element of ACG/H) = ACG)^ . Hence p is a homomorphism,
(iii) This is an immediate consequence of result (ii)
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above.
PROPOSITION 2.17. In proposîton (2.161, assume further that 
the ground field is of characteristic zero, G and G' are 
irreducible, and that u is surjective with kerCpl = H . 
Then ]i ; G/H ■* G' is an isomorphism of left algebraic 
groups.
PROOF; The homomorphi sm y ; G/H G^  is a bijective 
homomorphism of left algebraic groups, and G/H is also an 
irreducible left algebraic group. Then by [ Ml, p. 257, 
(1.10) ], ACG/H) = ACG)^ is purely inseparable algebraic 
over the quotient field of the image of A(G') under the 
associated comorphism (y)* : A(G') -*• A (G/H) (which can
be regarded as embedding because y is surjective). But 
then Cy)* must be surjective since the characteristic of 
k is zero. Hence by proposition (2.12) y must be an 
isomorphism.
The following propositions give examples of properly 
normal left algebraic subgroups.
PROPOSITION 2.18. Let H and K be normal left algebraic 
subgroups of a left algebraic group G with G = H x K . 
Then G/H is also a left algebraic group, and it is iso­
morphic to K .
PROOF; The assertion is proved in three steps.
CD A(G)® (= (A(HI @ ACK))®) is isomorphic to
A(K) .
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semi-direct product with, respect to a certain homomorphism 
s : K Aut(H) . Then H is a properly normal left
algebraic subgroup of G , qnd G/H is isomorphic to K
as a left algebraic group.
PROOF ; W e  are identifying H with H x { l } , so that
we can view H as a normal left algebraic subgroup of
G = H ^ K under the multiplication in the semi-direct 
product Calthough K cannot be normal in G). Now the rest 
of the proof is identical to that of proposition C2.18).
PROPOSITION 2.20. Let H be normal finite left algebraic 
subgroup of a left algebraic group G . Then the abstract 
factor group G/H has a left algebraic group structure with 
ACGl^ as its algebra of morphic functions.
PROOF; First H is locally finite on A(G) , since H is 
finite. Next it is shown that A(G) separates the class of 
cosets of H . Let xH / yH , and let H = { hj^ ,...,h^ } .
Then xH = { xh^,...,xh^ } and yH = { yh^,...,yh^ } . Now 
regard G as Max(AtG)) , and then xh^ ,^... ,xh^,yhj^,.. . ,yh^ 
are all distinct maximal ideals of A(G) . We assert that 
for each i = l,...,n there exists a morphic function f^ 
on G such that f^  is not in xh^ but is in all the others, 
hence in their intersection (hence in their product). If 
this is not the case then every element in the product of all 
the other maximal ideals xhj and yhj belong to the maxi­
mal ideal xh^ , so that xh^ contains the product, hence 
contains one of the maximal ideals in the product (since xh^
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corresponds a finite group Cas defined below] which is
a homomorphic image of H .
For a morphic function f on G , define a relation 
"g over H by x y if and only if g*x = g«y for 
every element g of the finite set { f-x : x is in H } .
Then -g is an equivalence relation on H . To show this, 
let X , y and z be elements of H . It is clear that 
X g X and that x y implies y x . Suppose next 
that X y and y z , and let g be any element of
the set { f X ; x from H } . Then g*x = g-y = g*z , i.e.,
X g z . Now let = H/'g . The set is made into
an abstract group. Let [x] denote the equivalence class 
containing x , and define the multiplication on by
M  [y] = [xy] •
First we will show that the product is well-defined. Suppose 
that [xQ = [x'] and [y] = [y'] . Then for every g in
the set { f X ; x is in H } , g*(xy) = (g*x)-y = (g*x)-y' =
(g*x'l*y' = g« (x"^ y*) because g-x is also in the set 
{ f - x  ; X is in H } . Hence [xy] = [x'y'] . With this 
multiplication H^ is an abstract group with the identity 
element [l] and [x being the inverse of [x] .
Next we claim that H^ is a finite group. Now,
X y if and only if there is some g in the set £ f*x ;
X is in H } with g*x ^ g«y . But there are only finitely 
many distinct g*x , so only finitely many distinct equiva-
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lence classes, whence the group is a finite (.hence left
algebraic1 group.
(ii) For each morphic function f on H there 
exists a normal subgroup of H of finite index such 
that f belongs to A(,H)
By result (i) above we get a finite group which
is a homomorphic image of H , hence a normal subgroup
of finite index in H such that H„ = H/H^ . We claim that
f lies in A(.H) . Let y be an element of H . Then
y 1 , and hence g»y = g for all g in the set I f x :
X in H } . In particular, f*y = f . Since y is arbitrary
fin H , f belongs to A(H)
(iii) There exists an injective homomorphism from H 
into the pro-finite left algebraic group H .
For each i from I , we have a homomorphism from H
onto H/H^ . These together give a homomorphism
U ; H -*• HH/H. . The image of H under p is contained 
I
in H by definition of H . We will show that y is an
injection. Let x be an element of H with x 1 . Then 
there is a morphic function f on H with f-x 5^ f (because 
H is itself an almost affine variety). By result (ii) there 
exists U subgroup of finite index in H with f lying
in A(H)^ . The image of x in H/H^ takes f to f-x 
(f now regarded as a function on H/H^), so is not the 
identity element in H/sf . Hence the image of x in H
under y cannot be the identity element, so u is an in-
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jaction.
Now ClfuCH)] in tt (with respect to the induced
topology on tt from the product topology of ntt/tt.) is a
. I
closed topological subgroup of tt (where tt is now
regarded as a closed topological subgroup of ntt/H. because
I ^
H is also closed with respect to the product topology on
Ett/hvl so Cl(n(tt)) is a pro-finite topological group.
I ^
(See £ Hi ] for more details on pro-finite topological 
groups.I This completes the proof of proposition (2.21).
We will show next that certain pro-finite left alge­
braic subgroups are locally finite.
PROPOSITION 2.22. Let H be a normal pro-finite left alge­
braic subgroup of a left algebraic group G such that only 
finitely many coordinate rings A(xH) of the closed sub- 
varieties xH are distinct (although they are all iso­
morphic) . Then H is locally finite on A(G) .
PROOF : It must be shown that the set of H-translates of g
in A(G) , { g«x : x in H } , is a finite set. Since
H = proj lim as a left algebraic group where H. are all 
finite left algebraic groups, given a morphic function g 
on G , we get, by proposition (1.19), (S'y|H)(w) =
(.(g| H)*y) (w) = ((g^ou^I *y) (w) , where are homomorphisms
in the definition of tt = proj lim , g^ is an element of 
A(H^) for some i , and y and w from tt . But 
((g^ ov .)-y) (w) = (g.ou.)(yw) = g. (u.(yw)) = g. (u . (y)u • (w) ) =
5Q
îoii^ Cw) , so that g-y|H = (.g^ *n^ C^y) ) , hence
{ g«y|H ; y in H. } = { Cg^ *y ^Cy) ) ov : y in H } where the 
set on the right hand side is a finite set because the set 
{ y^ (.y) : y in H } (which is a subset of H^ ) is a finite 
set. Then it follows that the set { g>y|xH ; y in H } 
is also a finite set because A(xH) is isomorphic to A(H) .
Now G = \ J x K  , where the union is taken over all x
in G , and xH are closed sets in G , so that if g is in
A(G1 and y in H then g*y is completely determined by 
its restriction g*y[xH . But the set { g-yjxH : y in
H } , as we saw above, is a finite set, and there are only
finitely many distinct such algebras A(xH) when x ranges 
over G because of the given hypothesis, so that the set 
{ g*y ; y in H ) is a finite set. Hence H is locally 
finite on A(G) . This completes the proof of proposition 
C2.221.
The following example shows that locally finiteness
is not a necessary condition for a given normal subgroup to
2
be properly normal: Let G = C = I x i . Then by pro­
position (2.18) H = C X {0} is a properly normal left alge­
braic subgroup of G (such that G/H - t ) . Take f =
X + Y from AtG) = k[x,y] . Then for any x in H , 
f * x = X + Y + x = f + x  , which forms an infinite set when 
X ranges over H (although its linear span over k is 
finite dimensional), so is not locally finite.
CHAPTER III 
BI-ALGEBRAIC GROUPS AND ALGEBRAIC GROUPS
In this chapter we investigate when a bi-algebraic 
group is an algebraic group. More specifically, the prob­
lem can be stated as follows: Suppose that G is a bi-alge-
braic group over an algebraically closed field k . CD Is
the group multiplication G x G + G a morphism? C2) Is 
the group inversion G G also a morphism? C3) Are
questions Cl) and C2) independent of each other?
The set of problems was first formulated in the 
category of affine bi-algebraic groups by Palais [ P, §10], 
and he himself obtained many significant results. Later,
Mag id [M4] studied the same problems in the same (that is, 
affine) setting, and proved that the answer to (1) is in the 
affirmative Cif the ground field k is infinite and perfect, 
which always holds in our case since k is assumed to be 
algebraically closed).
We will examine the problems in a different manner, 
and obtain similar results. We will also study the problems 
in a more general setting where the given bi-algebraic group 
is almost affine as a variety. What we are trying to achieve
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is an algebraic analogue of Montgomery's theorem [Mo] 
which states that every complete metric separable bi-topolo- 
gical group is a topological group.
We rely heavily on the results of Palais [ P ] for 
definitions and techniques of proof in obtaining the first 
several propositions which extend the affine case to the 
almost affine case.
We begin with a definition and a general lemma: A
sequence { f^ } of morphic functions on a variety V 
(affine or almost affine) is said to be point-wise eventually 
zero if for each x in V there exists a positive integer 
such that f^ (x) = 0 when n is greater than .
The sequence { f^ } is said to be eventually zero if f^ =
0 for all sufficiently large n .
Recall also the following: If X and Y are sets,
and f : X X Y ■+ k is a function, then f^ and f^ both 
denote functions Y ->• k and X + k given by f^Cy) = 
f(x,y) and f^Cx) = f(x,y) , respectively, for any element
(x,y) of X X Y . (We are simply fixing one of the two
variables at a time.)
LEMMA 3.1. Let X be any set and let B be a finite di­
mensional subspace of the vector space k^ of all k-valued 
functions on X . Then I x° : x from X } spans the dual 
space B* of B , so in particular there exist I x^,...,
x^ } in X such that { (x^ )^°,..., } is a basis for
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B* . Choose such { } and let I ...,g^ }
be the dual basis for B** = B . If Y is any set and
f : X X Y k is any function such that f^ lies in B 
for all y in Y then f can be expressed as
0  ( f * i )  .
PROOF; See [ P, (3.1) ].
COROLLARY 3.2. If { f^ } is a sequence of morphic 
functions on a variety (affine or almost affine) which is
point-wise eventually zero but is not eventually zero, then
there is a subsequence of ( f^} whose elements are 
linearly independent.
PROOF: See [ P, (3.3) ] .
The following proposition is an easy extension of 
[ P, (7.1) and (7.4) ] to the almost affine case where the 
original setting was affine.
PROPOSITION 3.3. If V is an irreducible variety (affine
or almost affine), then the following are all equivalent:
(1) If V is decomposed as the countable union of
subsets I s )  then at least one S is dense in V .n n
C2) V cannot be decomposed as the countable union
of proper closed subvarieties.
(3) V cannot be decomposed as the countable
increasing union of proper closed subvarieties.
(4) If V is the increasing union of a sequence of
closed subvarieties { V  } whose union is V then somen
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is equal to V .
(5) V is of the second category relative to the 
Zariski topology.
(.6) If V is the increasing union of a sequence of 
subsets { S^} then some is dense in V .
171 If a sequence { f^} of morphic functions on
V is point-wise eventually zero then it is eventually zero. 
PROOF ; In this entire proof the union is taken over a 
countable collection of sets or varieties.
(1) C21 : Suppose that V =yv^ where are
proper closed subvarieties. Then V =\JC1(V^) . But
Cl (Vj. ) = ^ V for any index i , which contradicts (1) .
(2) ->■ (.31 : Obvious.
C31 (4) ; Clear.
(4) + (61; Obvious.
C61 -*• (1) : Suppose V , and assume that no
ClCS^l equals V . Let T^ = S^ , and = S^ VJ • • • U  ,
n = 1,--- Then T^C ^n+1 all n = 1,..., and also
V =l/T . So V = C1(T 1 for some index n . Then V =n n
Cl (S^  U  ... U  S^ l = Cl (S^ l U  ... U  Cl (.S^l , which is im­
possible since V is irreducible.
Thus we have proved that (11, (21, (31, (41 and (61 
are all equivalent.
(21 -»• (51: Let V , where are closed.
Then each. is a closed subvariety. So V = Cl(V^l =
for some . Since V has non-empty interior, so does
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V_n
(.5) + (2) : Suppose V =VJ^n ' are closed
subvarieties. Then some has non-empty interior U .
But C1(0) = V because V is irreducible, so V = C1(U). = 
C1(V„) = V„ .
Now we have that all Cll through (!61 are equivalent.
So we show the equivalence between C31 and (.7 ), our proof 
will be complete.
(.3) (.7) : Let { } be a point-wise eventually
zero sequence of morphic functions on V . Set =
(where the intersection is taken over k > n .
Then is a closed subvariety, and C  ^ n+1 '
n = 1,... . W e  claim that V =\Jv^ . To prove this let 
X be an element of V , then f^(%) = 0 for sufficiently 
large n . Say f^ b:) = 0 whenever k > n^ then x must 
lie in , hence the claim is established. Now by
hypothesis we must have V = for some index n . Then
we have f^(x) = 0 whenever k > n for all x in V, i.e.,
= 0 whenever k > n , i.e., { f ^ }  is eventually zero.
17) ->■ (3 ) : Suppose (3 ) does not hold. Then we can
write V =U^n ' are closed subvarieties and
^n+1 n = 1,... . Pick a morphic function f^ ^ 0
on V so that f ^ | = 0 . Now, any x in V lies in all
for sufficiently large n , so f^(x) = 0 for such 
n , i.e., the sequence { is point-wise eventually
zero. But { f^} is not eventually zero, for all f^ ^re
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dimensional subspace of a CV) . Let B be the linear span
of { fy: y from S } , which is, a fortiori, a finite di­
mensional subspace of . Apply lemma C3.1) to f|v x s :
V X V ^ k , and we can choose { ... ,x^ } from V and
a basis { } for B such that
f|v X S = e Cf^ i|S) ,
because Cf|V x S)*i = f*i|s . Let g = 0 f^i . Then
g is a morphic function on V x V (.for and f^i are
morphic functions on VI. We claim that f = g . Clearly 
f*|S = g^|S by definition of g . But S is dense in V ,
so f^ = g^ for all x in V . Hence f(x,y) = f^Cy) =
g^ty) = g(x,y) for all (x,y) in V x y , i.e., f = g 
as claimed, which implies that f is also a morphic 
function on V x y since g is.
Next suppose that f : y x y k is a morphic 
function. Then we can put f = Eg^ 0 h^ , where g^ and 
h-j. are elements of ACV) . Now let Cx,y] be an element of
V X y . Then f^ (y) = f (x,y) = Eg^ C^xjh^ Cy) , so f^ = 
Sg^Cxlh^, i.e., f^ lies in the span of h^ , hence the 
span of { f^ : X from V )  is finite dimensional subspace
of A(VI . (We can argue similarly for the span of ( f^ ;
y from y }. i
Palais [ P, (9.3) ] showed that every affine variety 
over an uncountable algebraically closed field is alge^ 
braically of the second category. In the following sequence
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of propositions we will generalize the result and others 
into almost affine varieties.
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let V be an irreducible almost affine 
variety over k such that dim^ACV) [dimension over k of 
A(V1J is countable. Then V is algebraically of the
second category if and only if every separately morphic 
function on V =< V ■* k is a morphic function.
PROOF; The proof requires only a slight modification of 
[ P, C8.2) and 18.3) ]. First suppose that V is alge­
braically of the second category, and that f : V x V -+ k 
is a separately morphic function. By hypothesis we can 
write A(V) as a countable increasing union of finite di­
mensional subspaces of dimension i . Let be the
subset of V consisting of y such that f^ : V + k 
belongs to A^ . Then V is a countable increasing union
of , hence some is dense in V because V is
algebraically of the second category. So it follows from 
proposition (3.5) that f is a morphic function on V x V .
Next suppose that V is not algebraically of the
second category. We will show that there exists a 
separately morphic function f ; V x v k which is not 
a morphic function. By definition we can find a sequence 
{ f^} of morphic functions on V which is point-wise 
eventually zero but is not eventually zero. By corollary 
(3.2) we can assume that the f^ are linearly independent. 
Then f(x,y) = 2f^(x)f^(y) (n = 1,...) is a well-defined
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separately morphic function on V % V . For each positive
integer d we will show that there exist y^,...,y^  ^ in V
such that f are linearly independent which by
^1 ^d
lemma C3.5) implies that f is not a morphic function on 
V X V . Since fy = Jifjjfylfjj and the f^ are linearly 
independent in A(Vi it will suffice to choose y^,— ,y^  
in V so that the sequence Cf^  C y ,..., f ^ (y),... ) are 
linearly independent in k“ . In particular it will
suffice to choose them so that (f^  ly^ )^,... ,f^  Cy^ )^ ) are 
basis for . Let B be the d-dimensional subspace of
ACV) spanned by f^,...,f^ and choose by lemma 13.1) y^,.., 
y^ in V such that I ,..., ty^ )° } is a basis for
B* . If { —  ,1#^  } is the basis for B* dual to f^ ,
...,f^ then tf-j^ (y^ ),... ,f(j{y^ ) ) is just the vector com­
ponents of (y\)° with respect to the basis { i|i^,... ,i|i^ } 
This completes the proof of proposition (3.6).
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let V be an almost affine variety over 
k which cannot be decomposed into a union of dim^A(V) or 
less proper closed closed subvarieties. Then every sepa­
rately morphic function f : V x v ->• k is a morphic 
function.
PROOF: We can always write A(V) = where dim^ A^  ^ is
finite and the union is taken over I with card (I) = 
dim^AlV) . Let = { x in V : f^ belongs to A^ } .
Then V = ^  where the union is again over I , for if x
is in V then f^ is in A(V) because f is a sépara-
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tely morphic function, so that lies in some . Hence
X is in , so V = ^  as required.
Now V = VJciCS^) £  V , so V=\JciCS^) .
Then by assumption some C1(S^1 equals V . Thus we have 
found a dense subset S = of V such that for all x in 
S morphic functions f^ lie in a fixed finite dimensional 
subspace of AtVl , namely, A^ . So by lemma (3.5), f is 
a morphic function on V « V .
PROPOSITION 3.8. Suppose that V is an irreducible affine 
variety over k such that the following conditions are all 
satisfied:
Ci) If W is a closed subvariety of V of dimension 
dim V - 1 , then W is not an I-union (where card (I) is 
infinite) of proper closed subvarieties;
(ii) V itself ia an I-union of proper closed 
subvarieties.
Then V has at most card(I) distinct irreducible closed 
subvarieties of dimension dim V - 1 .
PROOF : By hypothesis (ii) we can put
V = \JV^ ,
where the union is taken over I . We may assume that the 
varieties are all irreducible.
Now suppose that Y is an irreducible closed sub- 
variety of V of dimension dim V - 1 . Then
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Y = U(x ,
where the union is taken over I . But then by hypothesis 
(i) Y =  Y  f \ y ^  for some i from I . So Y C , hence 
dim y < dim . On the other hand, is a proper closed
subvariety of the irreducible variety V , so that dim < 
dim V - 1 = dim Y , Hence dim Y = dim , so Y = 
because is irreducible. This result means that there
are at most card (.1) distinct such Y . This completes the 
proof of proposition (3.8).
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let V be as in proposition (3.8), and 
let f be a polynomial function on V . Then the set 
E = { a in k : dim f (^.o) > dim V - 2 } has cardinality 
at most card(I) .
PROOF; If dim f ( a  ) = dim V , then f Ca ) = V . So f 
is a constant function on V ,  and hence no B ^  a. belongs 
to E. If dim f ^(a) = dim V - 1 then one of its irre­
ducible components is one of card(I) distinct irreducible 
subvarieties of dimension dim V - 1 by proposition (3.8) . 
Since f ^  ( g  ) ^  ( o  ) =  0 when B ^  cc , the set S =
l a in k : dim f ^(a) = dim V - 1 } has cardinality at 
most card(I) . Hence card(E) < card(S) + 1 < card Cl) , 
since card(.I) is infinite. So the proof is now complete.
PROPOSITION 3.10. No affine variety V over k such that 
card(k) is uncountable can be written as a union of less
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than card(X) proper closed subvarieties.
PROOF; Xt is enough to consider the case when the given 
variety is irreducible. If there is an irreducible affine 
variety which can be decomposed as an I-union of proper 
closed subvarieties where card (I) < card (k.) , pick one of 
the smallest dimension, say Y . So we have
Y = U  Yi ,
where the union is taken over I . As before we may assume 
that Y^ are all irreducible. If dim Y = 0 , then 
dim Y^= 0 because Y^  ^ ^ , so is a point, so that
card(Y) = card(I) which is infinite. On the other hand 
if dim Y = 0 then Y itself is a point, which is a contra­
diction since we just found that card(Y) is infinite.
Hence dim Y must be at least 1 , so that there is a non­
constant surjective polynomial function f on Y ; we can 
pick such a polynomial function because Y can be mapped 
surjectively onto an affine space k^ by the normalization 
lemma (because A(Y) is an integral extension of an affine 
polynomial ring k[x^,...,xj where n = dim Y ) and the 
composition of the surjection with one of the projection 
maps yields the function f we want. Since k is alge­
braically closed, dim f ^(») = dim Y - 1 for all a in 
k , so that S = £ o in k : dim f ^  (a ) = dim Y - 1 } = k .
Now the variety Y satisfies all the hypotheses (,i) 
and (ii) in proposition (3.8), so, by proposition (3.9),
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we have card(E) 1 card(r) , using the notation of the 
proposition. But we have just proved that S = k , so that 
card(I) > card(k) (since S C  E ) which contradicts the 
hypothesis card CD < card(k) . This completes the proof of 
proposition C3.10).
Wte. remark that proposition (3.10) above says that
every affine variety over an uncountable field is alge­
braically of the second category, which is [ P, (9.3) ] as 
stated before.
Now we extend proposition (3.10) to almost affine 
varieties.
PROPOSITION 3.11. No irreducible almost affine variety V 
over k (which is assumed to be uncountable) can be written 
as a union' of less than card(k.) proper closed subvarieties. 
PROOF ; A(V) is an integral extension of an affine sub­
algebra of A(V) , say A^ . Let be the irreducible
affine variety Max(A^) . Then there is a surjective 
morphism u : V which corresponds to the inclusion
A^ A(V) .
We claim that the morphism is a closed map. Let C 
be a closed set in V . Then there is an ideal J in A(V) 
such that we can consider C as the set of all maximal 
ideals of A(V) containing the ideal J . The map p 
acts on the points in C by sending M to K  , s o
evidently p(C) contains the set of all maximal ideals of
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containing J/^A^ . So we will show the opposite
inclusion. Let m be a maximal ideal of A^ containing
J • Then there corresponds to m a maximal ideal m ’
of A^/(Aq ^  J) . Since A/J is integral over A^/(A^r\
(by proposition (1.3)1, there exists a maximal ideal of
A/J lying over m" , which in turn implies that there is 
a maximal ideal M of A (VI containing J so that M 
goes to m under v . Hence p CO is the set of all 
maximal ideals of A^ containing J A^ , so v (Cl is 
a closed set in corresponding to the radical ideal
j A a^ •
Now suppose to the contrary that V can be written 
as an I-union of proper closed subvarieties where card C l )  
is less than card(k) . Then = p (V) = p((jV^) =lJp(V^)
So we must have p (V\) = for some i from I by our 
hypothesis that card(I) is less than card(k) because 
p(y^l are all closed subvarieties of the affine variety 
(by proposition (3.10)).
Since ACVj^ ) = A(V)/J where J is the ideal of 
morphic functions vanishing on , it is integral over an
affine algebra A ^ / ( J  f \  A ^ )  , so that we get another surjec­
tive morphism from onto an affine variety W =
Max(Aq/tJ^A^l) . The commutative diagram of algebras;
A(V)  > A(V)/J
J J
Ao ------- A^/(JAA^)
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yields the commutative diagram of varieties;
V * ^  V.
o
in which, all morphisms in the lower triangle are now surjec­
tive. Then the lower horizontal morphism is an isomor­
phism by proposition Cl.91 because it is surjective and 
the corresponding algebra homomorphism is also surjective, 
which means that = A^/CA^^ Jl , hence A^f\J = 0 .
We claim next that J = 0 . Let f be an arbitrary 
morphic function in J . Consider the following commutative 
diagram of affine algebras:
Aq [f I ------- > [f ] / (J n [f ] )
J  ^ J
Ao  ^  A / ICJA A^[f] ) A  A^ l
Since A^^A J = 0 / we must have (.(J A  A^[f^ 1 A  A^l = 0 , 
so that the lower horizontal homomorphism is an isomor­
phism. The corresponding commutative diagram of affine 
varieties is as follows;
Y 4------^
1 i
Vo ^o
where Y = Max(A £f] 1 , Y = MaxCA ff] / (J A  A [f] ) ) , and
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REMARK 3.13. If we assume that the ground field k is un­
countable and the variety is affine in corollary (3.12) 
above, then we always have dim^ACV) < card(k) because 
dim^A(y) is countable. So every separately polynomial 
function V x y + k is a polynomial function, which 
is again [ P, C9.3I ] .
Now, we will specialize corollary (3.12) and remark 
(3.131 to the group multiplication of a bi-algebraic group 
and show that we can be less stringent on cardinality 
assumption due to the bi-algebraic group structure.
Let G be a bi-algebraic group (affine or irre­
ducible almost affine) and let f be a morphic function 
on G . Then we will denote by G'f, f“G , and G-f•G 
the linear spans (which are subspaces of A(G)) of 
I X'f : X from G ) , { f*x ; x from G } , and 
I x'f'y : X and y are from G 1 , respectively.
PROPOSITION 3.14. If G is a bi-algebraic group (affine or 
irreducible almost affine) over an uncountable field k , 
then the following are all equivalent:
(1) dim^f'G < cardCk) for every f in A CGI .
C2) dimy^ G'f = finite for every f in A(G) .
131 dim^G' f < card (k) for every f in ACG) .
C.4) dim^f'G = finite for every f in ACG) .
(.51 dim^G« f'G = finite for every f in ACGI .
(.61 dim^G'f'G < cardCkl for every f in ACG) .
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Yj'f are all in A(G) . Evaluating the function at x in 
Vp , we get
(yf - Zg^Cyl Cy^ *f) ) (x) = 
fCxy) - Sg^fylffxy^l =
(f*x) (y) - s(i-xiCy^ ig^ Cy) =
(f'xHy) - zbj^(xlg^Cy) =
Cf’X - sb^ Cxlg^ ) Cy) = 0 ,
where the sum is taken over F , which means that the 
morphic function y’f - Zg^. Cyl Cy^ '^ f) vanishes on a dense 
subset Vp of G , so it is an identically zero function 
on G , that is,
y f  = Zg^ C y )  ty^ *f) ,
where the sum is taken over F . Hence the span G*-f of 
the left translates of f , { y f  ; y from G } , has 
finite dimension 1 card(F) with a generator { y\'f : 
i from F } .
C2) -+ C3) : Obvious.
C3) (4) : Modify the proof of the first implication;
C D  C 2 ) .
C4) -»• CD : Obvious.
C4) ■* C5) : Clear because yf*x = y  (f'x) =
Cyf1'X , and C2I and C4) are equivalent.
(.5) + C6) ; Obvious.
f-51 (J) : Clear because f x = ( 1 -f) -x = l*f*x .
7a
(4) -»• { y \ : Suppose that u : G x G  + G is a group
multiplication. Let I } be a basis of f-G
such that we can choose from G with f^Cyj) “ i^j
(by lemma (.3.1) ), so that, for all x in G , f*x =
Ea^(x)f^ , where a^ ; G k are some functions. Now,
Sj (xl = C.f*x)(yj) = (Yj if) (x) , so y^'f = , which, means
that all are in A(G) . But (.f*x) Cy) = Ea^tx)f^(y) ,
so f(xy) = ia^(x)f^Cy) , that is, C f o n ) (x,y) =
(.2a^  9 f^ ) (x,y), hence fou = 2a^ 0 f^ belongs to 
A(.G) 9 ACG) , which means that n  is a morphism.
(7) -*■ (.8) : We divide our demonstration into several
steps.
C i )  ACG) i s  a  b i - s t a b l e  s u b a l g e b r a  o f  t h e  H o p f  
a l g e b r a  o f  a l l  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  f u n c t i o n s  o n  G .
We must show that for any f in A(G) the linear 
span f'G of the set C f ’x : x  in G ) is a finite di­
mensional subspace of ACG) . Since the group multipli­
cation P t G ^ ' G  -* G is a morphism, which makes the 
coordinate ring A(G) a bi-stable bi-algebra with the corre­
sponding comorphism as its comultiplication u* :
ACG) ACG) ® A(G) . Let P* = Y . If f is an element 
of ACG) , let Y Cf ) = '^g^  ® ^i ' i = l,...,n , where g^ 
are chosen to be linearly independent over k . Then 
f'x = Sg^Cx)h^ and so f'G is a finite dimensional with 
a  basis I h^ ) .
C i i )  G i s  i s o m o r p h i c  t o  t h e  g r o u p  o f  all p r o p e r
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algebra automorphisms of ACG) under the representation of 
G in the latter group.
We first recall some facts about proper algebra 
automorphisms. An algebra automorphism a of A(G) is
proper if and only if yoa = (1^  9 «) oy . But in our case
a is proper if and only if it commutes with any right 
translation given by g ->■ g*x . To prove this, look at 
the left hand side in the defining equation. If f is an
element of ACG) , and x  and y of G , then
Y (-0 (f ) ) (x,y) = 2g^Cx)h^Cy) (where we set y Co (f ) ) =
Sg^ 9 h^ ) = a (f ) Cxy) = La Cf ) »x) Cy) - Next consider the 
right hand side of the equation. ((1^ 9 o)oy(f))(x,y) = 
la^(x) CoCb^))(y) (where we assume that y (£) = 
la^ 9 b^ ) = Co(Za^(x)b^))(y) = Co(f-x))(y) . Since y is 
arbitrary, we obtain that o is a proper automorphism if 
and only if o Cf)-x = o Cf"x) for all f in ACG) and 
X in G , i.e., (.L^ )*oa = ooCL^)* for all x in G .
We now show that the representation of G in the
group of all proper algebra automorphisms of A(G) :
X (1^  9 x)oY , is an isomorphism. We note that
(1^  0 x),oy is nothing but CR^ )* , for if f is from 
A(G) and y from G , then CCl^ ® x) oy (f ) ) (y) =
9^ j^ (y)h-^ Cx) Cwhere we let y Cf ) = Zg^  ^0 h^ ) = f Cyx) =
(X'f) (yl , hence 9 x)oy Cf) = x*f . So it is immediate
from this fact that 9 x)oy is indeed a proper algebra
automorphism A(G) because CR^ l*o CL )* = (1 )*o(I^)* for
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all X and y from G . The map is clearly injective. To 
show that it is also surjective, let a be any proper alge­
bra automorphism of A(G) . Then eoa is an algebra homo­
morphism A(G) + k (where e : AIG) -*■ k is given by 
f -»■ fdll , so it is in G (now regarded as 
Alg^(A(G1,kl) . If we show that (1^  8 (eoa))oY = a we are 
done. Now let f be an element of A(G) and x of G . 
Then CCl^ 0 (.eoal ) or Cf ) ) tx) = Sg^ (x) (cr Ch^ ) ) (1) Cwhere we 
let Y(.fl = 8 h^ l = aCf'xl (.1) (by the same argument as
we used before) = C.a Cf )'x) (1) Cbecause a  is proper) = 
a(f1(x) . Hence we have that © (eoo)oy = a as required.
(_iii) G is isomorphic to some pro-affine algebraic
group.
Let B be the smallest Hopf algebra containing the 
bi-algebra A(G) . Then Alg^ C^B,k) is a pro-affine alge­
braic group.
Hochschild and Mostow proved that Alg^XB,k) is 
isomorphic with the group of all proper algebra auto­
morphisms of ACG) [ HMl, p, 1129 ]: They showed that
every proper algebra automorphism a of A(G) can be 
mapped to a unique extension of eoa (in Alg^(A(G),k) = G ) 
to Alg^(B,k) . Hence every element of G can be regarded 
also as an element of Alg^CB,k) , so we must have G = 
Alg^CACG),k) = Alg^(B,k) as we wished. We remark that they 
were interested to show only that the group of all proper 
algebra automorphisms of A(GL is isomorphic with
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Alg^(B,k) . In fact, in their context, G is not iso­
morphic with the group of all proper automorphisms of A(G1 
because they did not assume that the pair (G,A(G)) is a 
pro-affine algebraic variety but that they only assumed 
that ACG) is a bi-stable algebra of representative 
functions on G .
(.8) +  C 9 )  : i m m e d i a t e  f r o m  t h e  p r o o f  o f  t h e  a b o v e
i m p l i c a t i o n ;  ( 7 )  -+ (. 8 ) ,  C i i i )  •
(,9) + (4) : Nothing to prove ; it is (i) in the
implication; C 7 )  ■* ( 8 ) . This completes the proof of prop­
osition (3.14)
We should remark that the crucial point in the above 
discussion is the first implication; dim^f- G < card(k) 
implies dim^G'f = finite , in whose proof we used prop­
osition (3.11). All others are consequences of it.
Although proposition (3.14) supplies necessary and sufficient 
conditions for an affine bi-algebraic group (over an un­
countable field) to be algebraic, we will obtain the same 
through different way by explicitly exhibiting a morphic 
representation of an affine bi-algebraic group (over any 
field) in some general linear group.
PROPOSITION 3.15. Every affine bi-algebraic group is an 
affine algebraic group if and only if dim^G'f'G is finite. 
PROOF; The only if part is clear. (See proposition (3.18) 
where an explicit proof is written out.) Now suppose that
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dim^G'f'G is finite and so dim^G'f is finite. We divide 
our proof into several steps.
CD There is an injective homomorphism from G into 
a general linear group.
Write ACGI = k[fg^ ,... ,f^ ] , and let V be the 
vector subspace over k of AtG) spanned by the set of 
left translates of f^ ,
Lx'f^ ; X in G and i = l,...,n } .
We know that V is finite dimensional because dinij^ G*-f^
is finite for all i = l,...,n .
Note that V is stable under (P^ )* : A(G) A(G) 
which is given by f x*f for all x in G and that V
generates A(G) as an algebra because the generators f^  
are in V. So we can define a map p : G -*• gl (V) (the 
algebra of linear endomorphiams of V ) by p(x) = (p^)*|v 
such that P(G) lies in GL(V) . For (f,f') in V x V* 
let Xggi be the matrix coefficient defined by
C T )  =  f  ' C T C f ) )
for all T in gl(Vl . Then gl(V) is an affine algebraic 
variety with coordinate ring A('gl(V)ï = k[x^ ^, ; (f,f) in
V V*] . Also let D be a polynomial function in A (gl CVl ).
given by D(T) = determinant of T , and let ACGLCVI) =
(A(gl (V))) [1/D] . Then the pair (GL(V),A CGL(V))) is an 
affine algebraic group. (See [Bo] or [ St ] for more
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value zero, it must be a unit, so that l/(Dopl is itself a 
polynomial function. Clearly p : G -*• GL(VÎ is 
injective, hence p is a morphic injection of G into the 
general linear group GL(V) .
(21 Every homomorphic image of an affine bi-alge­
braic group in an affine algebraic group is an affine alge­
braic group.
This is just proposition (2.13).
Now we see by (1) and (.2) that the image p (Gl in 
GL(VI is an affine algebraic group. In order to show that 
G is itself an affine algebraic group we must show that G 
is isomorphic to its image p(G) . For this we need the 
next and final step.
(3) The comorphism p* : A(GL(V)) -> A(G) is 
surjective.
Let { g^ ; i = 1,... ,m } be a basis of V (dA(G) ) 
and let I : i=l,...,m} be the dual basis for V* .
It is enough to show that each basis element g^ has a pre­
image in A(GLtV)) . Now for all T in GL(V) we can 
write
T(g.) = (T(9j.) )9j .
Define a polynomial function in A(GLtV)) by setting
where 1 is the identity element of G . Then for any T
(T) =
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in GL (y),
\CT) =
EgjCl)Çj(T(g^)) =
T(g^)(l) .
But p*(Ii.^ )(jc) = (îi^ op) (x) = h^(p(xl) = h^ (.(p^ ).*) =
( (P^)* (9j^) ) (1) = (.x*gj^) (1) = g^(x) , i.e., p*(.h^ ) = .
Thus p*CA(GL(V))) contains V , and hence equals A(G) 
because V generates A(G) . Hence p* is a surjective 
algebra homomorphism.
Now applying proposition (2.14) we get that 
p ; G ->■ p (G) is an isomorphism of an affine bi-algebraic 
group G with an affine algebraic group p(G) . This means 
that G itself must be an affine algebraic group. This 
completes the proof of proposition (3.15).
A use of proposition (3.14) in connection with prop­
osition C3.15) is the fact that dim^G'f-G < card(k) implies 
dim^G'f-G is finite, thus making the sufficient condition 
less stringent when the ground field is uncountable. From 
this observation we can obtain the following:
COROLLARY 3.16. Every affine bi-algebraic group over an 
uncountable field is an algebraic group.
PROOF: Clear because dim^G^f«G < dim^A(G) which is always
countable.
COROLLARY 3.17. An affine bi-algebra which is a coordinate
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rings of an affine bi-algebraic group oyer an uncountable 
field always possesses an antipode, i.e., is a HOpf algebra.
We learn form proposition [3.15] or corollary [3.16) 
that every proposition generalizing the properties of affine 
algebraic groups into those of representative bi-algebraic 
groups is just a tautology.
Next we will obtain the same necessary and sufficient 
condition for an irreducible almost affine bi-algebraic 
group (over any field) to be a pro-affine algebraic group 
as in prposition (3.14), reducing the almost affine case 
to the affine case (i.e., proposition (3.15)) and taking the 
projective limit. Of course the result is evident due to 
proposition [3.14) if the ground field is uncountable, 
but we are proving it directly from proposition (3.15).
PROPOSITION 3.18. An irreducible almost affine bi-alge- 
braic group over k is a pro—affine algebraic group if and 
only if for every morphic function f in A(G) the linear 
span G'f'-G of I x^f-y ; x and y from G } is finite 
dimensional.
PROOF ! First suppose that G is an algebraic group.
The consequence is clear in view of the argument used in 
proposition [3.14), but we prove it directly for 
completeness. Then tîie group multiplication G x G G 
induces the comultiplication A[G) -*• A(G) 8 A(G) which 
makes A(S), a Hopf algebra. Denote the comultiplication
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by Y , %nd let y (f ) = ® h.^ (where and h.^ are
linearly independent! for a morphic function f in A{G) . 
Then f(xy) = îg^ (.x)h^ (y) , so (yf) (x) = j;h^ (y)g^ (x) . 
Hence
(.1 ! y'f = ïh.ty)g^ ,
which, is in a finite dimensional subspace of A(.G) gener­
ated by 1 9 ^ '  "  ’ ' ^ n  ^ (CG*f*G because we can solve 
system (11 above for in terms of y^-f choosing y^
so that the matrix (h^ (^y^ ) 1 is non-singular). But 
f(xzy) = Sg^(x)h^(zy) = Zg^ (x) (y^h^)(z) , so (x*f-y)(z) = 
2^ g^ (x) Cy’h^ ) (z) . Hence,
(2) X'f'y = Eg^(x)(yh^)
which is again in a finite demensional subspace of A(G) 
spanned by { yh^ : y form G and i = l,...,n }
CCG'f'G) since { yh^ : y from G } spans a finite 
dimensional subspace of A(G) for each i by the result 
above. We have thus established that the span G'f*G of 
{ X'f«y : X and y from G } has finite dimension.
Next suppose that dim^G-f'G is finite for each 
morphic function f in A(G) . Let = A^[G'f-G] be 
the subalgebra of A(G) containing A^ (.which is assumed 
to be the affine subalgebra over which A(G) is integral) 
generated by G'f«G . Then the subalgebra B^ is an affine 
algebra because A^ is affine and dim^G'f'G is finite.
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Furthermore, is bi^steble under translations by the
elements of G , and is integral over .
Let Sg = { X in G ; g.x = g for all g in
Bj } . Then is a normal subgroup of G , and is closed
because Bg is bi-stable and = I x in G ;
(y. g - g(ÿl) (xl = G for all g in B^ and y in G }
which is the annihilator in G of the ideal of A(.G)
generated by £ y^g - glyl : g in B^ and y in G } .
Now, let Gj = G/Hj and define a map n :
Gg + Max(Bjl given by xH^ ^ m^ = the maximal ideal of
morphic functions in B^ vanishing at x (which is the
same as the intersection of the maximal ideal of morphic
functions in A(G) vanishing at x with Bg ) . Then
the map w is well-defined, and is surjective because A(G)
is integral over Bg .
We will show that tt is bijective so that we can
identify Gg with Max(Bg) as bi-algebraic groups with
the same coordinate ring Bg . It only remains to show that
IT is injective. We will first prove that m^ = m^ if and
only if m^^-lyj = m^ . Now, if m^ = m^ and f an
- 1  - 1element of m^^-l^j, then 0 = f(x y) = (f*x )(y) , so
f-x ^ lies in m and hence f-x  ^lies in m so thaty X
0  =  ( f - x ” ^ ) ( x )  =  f ( 1 )  , i . e . ,  m ^ ^ - l y ^  G  m ^  . O n  t h e  o t h e r
h a n d  i f  m ^  =  m  a n d  f  i s  i n  m ^ ^  t h e n  0  =  f ( l l  =
f  ( x ~ ^  x )  =  ( f - x ” ^ î  t x )  , s o  t h a t  f ' X  ^  l i e s  i n  m ^  ( =  m ^  )
h e n c e  0  =  ( f - x ~ ^ ) ( ÿ )  =  f  ( x  ^ y )  , s o  f  l i e s  i n  .
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Thus . Conversely
suppose that m . Then f (xl = 0 if and only if
tf*x) (1) = 0  if and only if (if «xl (x y^) = 0  if and only
if f (y) = a . Hence = iDy .
Now, to show that ir is injective we must show that
m^ = By implies x ^y lies in . But by the result we
proved above it is enough to show that m^ = m^ implies 
X lies in . Recall that x is in H^ if and only if 
(y- g - g (y) 1 (x) = 0  for all g in and y in G .
Suppose m^ = m^ , and g is an element of B^ , y of G .
Then tyg - g(y))(l) = g(y) - g(y) = 0 , so 0 =
(y.g - g(y)l(x) . Hence x is in .
Thus the pair (G^ ,B^ ) is an affine variety. More­
over, Gg acts on Bg morphically from right and left 
because G is a bi-algebraic group, so that Gg is itself 
an affine bi-algebraic group. But dim^Gg-giGg is finite 
for all g in Bg by definition of Bg , hence Gg is an
affine algebraic group by proposition (3.15).
Now, we have A(G1 = dir lim Bg , hence G = 
proj lim Gg , which means that G is now a pro-affine alge­
braic group. This completes the proof of proposition (3.18).
We should note again that because of proposition (3.14) 
we can replace the condition dim^G-f^G is finite by the 
less restrictive one dim^G« f«G < card(K) or even by 
dim^G"f < card(k) as in the affine case (i.e., proposition 
(3.151) if the ground field k is uncountable.
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We established by proposition (3.14) that if the 
ground field is sufficiently large every bi-algebraic group 
(affine or irreducible almost affine) is an algebraic group.
Although it appears that an almost affine algebraic 
group vrïiose coordinate ring has countable dimension as a 
vector space over k. (when k is also countable) is affine, 
the following example shows it is not so.
EXAMPLE 3.19. Refer back to example (2.11(2)). Here we are 
assuming that the ground field k is countable in that 
setting. Then G is a countable almost affine algebraic 
group with dim^A(G) being countable. But G is not 
affine.
In conclusion, we summarize what is obtained; First, 
the answers to (1) and (2) of the problems of Palais stated 
at the outset of the chapter are both in the affirmative if 
and only if dim^G» f« G is finite (or dim^G-f < card(k) 
when card(k) is uncountable) for every morphic function 
f on G; and secondly, (2) always follows from (1).
However, there still remains the question whether or not 
diiiij^ G*.f*G is finite (or dim^G« f < card(k) when card (k) 
is uncountable) for any irreducible almost affine bi-alge­
braic group, although it is always the case for every affine 
bi-algebraic group due to the result in [ M4 ].
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